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TO DIGITIZE OR NOT 
TO DIGITIZE

There has been talk of paperless offices for several
decades, only to see paper use continue to grow
each year. Recent trending indicates that a grow-

ing number of documents are “born digital” and
remain in that form throughout their useful life. E-mail
is just one of many examples of these types of digital
records. What is less clear to some records and infor-
mation managers are whether documents that are
already created as paper documents should be con-
verted to digital format.

MORE TO DIGITIZING THAN MEETS THE EYE
When some people think of digitizing, they tend to
oversimplify the process. Because the intent of most
conversion activities is to eliminate the original medi-
um, (usually paper or film), there are substantial steps
related to quality control that must be followed care-
fully. Otherwise, digital images may not be legible or
may not be captured at all. In addition, care must be
taken to ensure that any documents can be retrieved.
This involves indexing and capturing metadata. The
National Archives and Records Administration is
engaged in a major conversion of documents con-
tained in the archive so that they can be placed in the
online catalog for easier access by researchers and the
public. They provide the same cautions in describing
the conversion process.

“For the purposes of this document, "digitizing"
should be understood not just as the act of scanning an
analog document into digital form, but as a series of
activities that results in a digital copy being made
available to end users via the Internet or other means
for a sustained length of time. The activities include:
• Document identification and selection
• Document preparation (including preservation,

access review and screening, locating, pulling, and
refiling)

• Basic descriptive and technical metadata collec-
tion sufficient to allow retrieval and management
of the digital copies and to provide basic contextu-
al information for the user

• Digital conversion
• Quality control of digital copies and metadata
• Providing public access to the material via online

delivery of reliable and authentic copies
• Providing online ordering for reproduction ser-

vices at quality or quantities beyond the capacity
of an end user

• Maintenance of digital copies and metadata”.

It should also be understood that the conversion costs
related to digital information do not stop at the
moment the capture process is complete. There are
recurring costs related to server power, cooling and
maintenance. Media and format refreshment and peri-
odic migration of data related to operating system,
software, media type and hardware. Again, NARA’s
project document illustrates this, in part, by holding
out digitizing as an example of conversion in order to
preserve information on more fragile or outdated
media types. 

THE INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT DIGEST



“We continually reformat at-risk archival materials so that
they may continue to be used by the public. A paper doc-
ument may become so fragile that we need to create a copy
for public access; or, a video recording made in an outdat-
ed format, such as Betamax, must be transferred to a
modern format that can be viewed on current equipment.
As supplies of traditional analog reformatting media
diminish due to market forces, digitization is becoming a
key activity in NARA's preservation reformatting strategy.
We are in the process of adopting a digital workflow for
preservation reformatting which will yield tremendous
access opportunities as well. NARA commits to leveraging
the work done to convert these materials by making them
available online to users.”

JUSTIFYING THE COSTS OF DIGITIZING
The cost of digitizing paper records can be substantial.
According to one study by the City of New York records
management department, imaging conversion projects for
archival paper records took 16 years to break in the most
optimistic scenario and in the most pessimistic scenario
would not ever break even. This kind of financial invest-
ment must, therefore, be carefully considered prior to
launching a project that may have very low or nonexistent
return on investment to the organization. 

What about preservation as a justification? Many manufac-
turers cannot produce sufficient test data to establish high
confidence in any digital preservation medium for perma-
nent records retention. Media types are simply too unstable
at this time, or there has not been sufficient time to do thor-
ough testing. In the example used above, the National
Archives and Records administration to facilitate both
preservation and expanded access. Because they are a
national archive, NARA’s preservation timelines are either
very long or permanent. This puts them in a different cate-
gory than most organizations that are preserving records
for a more limited period. In cases where records may be
damaged (by mold, vinegar syndrome in x-rays, etc.) digi-
tizing to facilitate preservation would be a very good
strategy.  

Equally good would be selective digitization of vital
records as a part of a program of protection through redun-
dancy. In this scenario the original records would be
retained but a digital copy would also be created and
stored at a different location, such as in a media vault main-
tained by your information management vendor. This
places a copy of the material outside the hands of potential
saboteurs. A similar strategy has been employed by some
archives using a method known as hybrid capture. In this
type of approach information was captured as both a digi-
tal file for work use and also as a film image for permanent
retention. Some of the most important drivers of digital
conversion today are to facilitate frequent retrieval of
archival information, improve workflow in the organiza-
tion, or facilitate distributed sharing of documents across
the enterprise.

FREQUENT RETRIEVAL
If there is only one copy of a document in archival storage,
the document must be transported to you in some way:
physically delivered, sent via fax, or scanned when
requested (called scan on demand) and e-mailed. Some
types of archival information may be retrieved frequently.
If this is the case then the costs of physical delivery or labor
costs to pull and fax documents will increase to the point
where digital conversion costs may be completely justified.
The types of documents involved will vary widely by orga-
nization; working with your records and information
management vendor to identify some of these types of doc-
uments may help reduce overall retrieval costs while
improving operational efficiency. 

SEARCH ENHANCEMENT
As Google™ has clearly demonstrated, the ability to search
information quickly can help enhance productivity and
improve workflow within an organization. According to
Network World, “Butler Group, a London-based IT
research and analysis organization, this week released a
report titled ‘Enterprise Search and Retrieval,’ which con-
cludes that ‘ineffective search and discovery strategies are
hampering business competitiveness, impairing service
delivery and putting companies at risk.’ Specifically, the
research firm contends that as much as 10% of a company's
salary costs is ‘frittered away’ as employees scramble to
find adequate and accurate information to perform their
overall jobs and complete assigned tasks.” There are many
other studies that have been mentioned online; all of them
identify a percentage of employee hours wasted looking
for information. 

Labor is the most significant cost item for most organiza-
tions. If there is an identified problem with time wasted in
searches for archival information, overall productivity may
improve when information is digitized. A cost comparison
of labor savings versus the cost of digitizing could make a
digital conversion pay dividends to the organization.

ENTERPRISE USE
One of the most obvious reasons for digitizing information
is to make it accessible to multiple persons in different loca-
tions at the same time. If there is a need to use archival
information across the enterprise then this is clearly a cir-
cumstance where the business imperatives of the company
far outweigh the costs of conversion.

CONCLUSION
Conversion from physical copies of archival records to dig-
ital copies is an expensive process that is not likely to
return the investment for many years, if ever. However,
there are certain business needs that may be more impor-
tant than the costs of conversion. Being able to distribute
information across the enterprise, protection by redundan-
cy, enhanced search capability, frequency of retrieval, and
conversion to a digital medium to preserve fragile or obso-
lete media types are all good reasons to consider an
imaging conversion program.



HIPAA, Gramm Leach Bliley 
and Destruction

Two industries which have received increased scrutiny

regarding confidential destruction of sensitive documents

are healthcare and financial services. This is due to the pas-

sage of two comprehensive pieces of legislation called HIPAA and

Gramm Leach Bliley. The intent of both laws, and rules promul-

gated after the passage of those laws is very similar: Information

that is private or sensitive in nature must be safeguarded from

unauthorized access. In addition to safeguards that protect this

information while it is being used, there are also requirements that

this information – once no longer needed – is disposed of in a way

that maintains its confidentiality and security. 

There can also be overlap between HIPAA and GLB. The orga-

nization Privacy Rights makes this observation about medical

information in financial institutions. “The GLB covers informa-

tion in the files of financial companies. You may not think your

bank would have medical information about you in its files. But,

it certainly could — if it were to receive information from its

affiliated health insurance company, for example, or were to take

note of your checks or credit card payments to medical facilities.

Unfortunately, GLB does not give consumers any special protec-

tion for medical information.” Of course, depending upon the

nature of the medical information, it may receive some protec-

tions under HIPAA. 

HIPAA Overview

In the health care industry, there has been much confusion as to

what is and is not required under HIPAA (Health Insurance

Portability and Accountability Act) and its Privacy and Security

Rules. Regarding destruction, HIPAA does not mandate a specif-

ic method of destruction; rather it infers a method by demanding

that covered entities assess the potential for information disclo-

sures and create policies to prevent such disclosures. The types

of information generally judged to be sensitive include protected

health information (patient based information), regulatory

review and incident report information, peer review and quality

management documents and employment documents. In addi-

tion, business or transactional information such as billing

information which may contain social security numbers, credit

card numbers, personal financial data or Medicare identifiers are

also considered sensitive. There are also other types of informa-

tion generated including business information documenting

internal business practices of the covered entity, etc., that may

require careful handling because of its sensitive nature.

HIPAA creates a secure and private environment for Protected

Health Information (PHI).  Where interaction with confidential

destruction companies is concerned, it also creates a relationship

and a series of expectations between the “covered entity” (the

records or information owner) and a “business associate” (confi-

dential destruction vendor). This relationship is expressed in a

contract or addendum containing a “Business Associate

Agreement”. Under HIPAA, this agreement must contain the fol-

lowing language: 1) Not use or disclose PHI in a manner that

would violate any state, federal, or local law, including the

HIPAA guidelines; 2) Ensure that there are appropriate safe-

guards to prevent use or disclosure of the PHI; 3) Immediately

inform the facility of any use or disclosure of the PHI; 4) Ensure

that any subcontractors and employees are aware of restrictions

regarding the use or disclose PHI; 5) If required, make the PHI

available to the appropriate parties in accordance with the

HIPPA Guidelines; and 6) Make available for review any inter-

nal records regarding the management of PHI.

Gramm Leach Bliley Overview

Likewise, financial services companies have significant respon-

sibilities under GLB. The final rule mandates “administrative,

technical and physical safeguards: to insure the security and con-

fidentiality of customer records and information; to protect

against any anticipated threats or hazards to the security or

integrity of such records; and to protect against unauthorized

access to or use of such records or information which could

result in substantial harm or inconvenience to any customer.”

Indeed, even before the passage of GLB in 1999, financial insti-

tutions were frequently the targets of “dumpster diving” carried

out by television camera crews who extracted mortgage applica-

tions, credit reports and other embarrassing items from the

public solid waste stream. Also like HIPAA, GLB’s directives

are somewhat short on detail. 

Specifically, 16 CFR 314.4 (b) of the final rule requires financial

institutions and others managing consumer financial information

to “Identify reasonably foreseeable internal and external risks to

the security, confidentiality, and integrity of customer informa-

tion that could result in the unauthorized disclosure, misuse,

alteration, destruction or other compromise of such information,

and assess the sufficiency of any safeguards in place to control

these risks. At a minimum, such a risk assessment should include

consideration of risks in each relevant area of your operations…”

Clearly the proper disposal of information containing consumer

information is central to preventing identity theft and other

crimes. Shredding is a very effective method of maintaining the

security of consumer information.

Information Disposal Considerations

Organizations governed by the privacy and security aspects of

both HIPAA and GLB corporations have gone to extraordinary

lengths to place information in an inaccessible area. Hospital

switchboards are now unable to provide any information to visi-

tors inquiring as to the status of a patient, and financial

institutions have instituted heavy layers of encryption in order to

shield electronic information from unauthorized access. It would

stand to reason that secure disposal of information would also

enter into the thinking of responsible persons. Unfortunately, this

is not the case in some institutions.

Providing adequate physical safeguards to prevent the unautho-

rized access of information extends beyond the usable life of

information. Security is no less necessary during the destruction

process than when records are in use. And, should information

fall into the hands of unauthorized persons during the destruction

phase, the ramifications are potentially just as damaging. 

When evaluating the capabilities and safeguards offered by

records destruction vendors, there are many criteria for your con-



sideration. The physical security barriers at facilities and on vehi-

cles are a significant consideration. Equally important are the

screening processes for employees, challenge and verification

procedures for individuals wishing to witness destruction at an

offsite facility, and after-market use of shredded materials. The

National Association for Information Destruction provides a cer-

tification program for information destruction companies. For

more information browse to www.naidonline.org.

Initial Assessment

In order to understand the complete risk of exposure, it is neces-

sary to understand where information may be inadvertently

disclosed. The most obvious starting point is to assess each

department to determine what type of information output is gen-

erated, and which types of information generated require

confidential and secure protection and disposal. In addition to

interviewing employees and observing work methods and pro-

cesses, a trip to the dumpster is also in order.

A waste assessment is a quick way to discover how much sensi-

tive information is finding its way into unprotected areas of the

organization. Additionally, this assessment will also demonstrate

which departments may need to receive supplementary training,

remedial education, or enhanced equipment. Your offsite confi-

dential destruction vendor can be very helpful to you in

conducting this audit process and in determining the placement of

secure receptacles to receive confidential information.

Following the assessment, additional training and remedial edu-

cation regarding secure and non-secure documents, many

organizations find it helpful to station locking bins or consoles in

various departments to encourage the proper disposal of confi-

dential information. Most will coordinate this placement with

their vendor in order to select the proper size and capacity. Just as

an audit method was used to insure compliance with confidential

disposal methods – you can also work with your vendor to make

sure only confidential information is finding its way into destruc-

tion bins. Spot checking trash receptacles and destruction bins on

a periodic basis is a great way to insure compliance with informa-

tion protection programs.

Chain of Custody Issues

The purpose of using an outside vendor is to provide a secure

information destruction solution. Establishing a precise chain of

custody of secure information is central to minimizing the risk of

inadvertent exposure. As long as information is at the health care

or financial services facility, employees of that facility are respon-

sible for keeping the information secure. When information is

transferred to a confidential destruction vendor, the responsibility

for securing this information becomes the vendors. The informa-

tion protection plans should incorporate this chain of custody into

the overall destruction process by seeking answers to such ques-

tions as “How is information protected while in transit to the

destruction facility?”; “How long is information retained before

being destroyed?”, and “How is information protected at the

destruction facility prior to being destroyed?” By reviewing the

procedures of your confidential destruction vendor, you will be

able to document a chain of custody and types of protection in

place throughout the life of the information.

All shredded materials are destined for re-use in some form.

Some may be re-pulped to become office paper or other house-

hold products like facial tissue. Other shredded material may be

used for animal bedding or mulch. The fact that shredded materi-

als are recycled in some form means that the method is more

environmentally friendly than incineration. Some organizations

may feel that the simple act of recycling without shredding is suf-

ficient for the protection of sensitive information. Nothing could

be further from the truth. Even when recycled materials are baled,

information is still completely accessible and readable.

Additionally, baled materials may not be in a secured environ-

ment in transit to the paper mill. This presents opportunities for

information items to break loose from the bale. If information is

confidential in nature, or is mandated for protection, as in the case

of HIPAA and GLB, information should be rendered unreadable

as soon as the materials are no longer needed.

Witnessed Destruction

If information is particularly sensitive, or if an information pro-

tection procedure has been established to require it, some

organizations wish to have an employee witness the destruction

of confidential materials. This is accomplished in three ways: 1)

bringing a mobile shredding vehicle to your facility; 2) sending

an employee to the destruction facility; or 3) watching the

destruction via Internet link or video tape. Not all confidential

destruction firms offer all three methods, so check with your ven-

dor to determine which options are open to you.

Certificate of Destruction

While a significant portion of information for destruction might

consist of daily or weekly non-record work output, there will

occasionally be official record materials that require destruction.

In order to effective close the documentation loop, a certificate of

destruction is placed on file when these records materials are

removed from inventory. This step is especially important for

records managers because 1) It shows that records retention

schedules are applied in the ordinary course of business and are

not arbitrary; and 2) There is a documentary history of the inven-

tory destroyed that can be produced in evidence during the

discovery phase of litigation. Proper adherence to the procedures

described in this article will help you do your part to safeguard

medical and financial information protected by HIPAA and

Gramm Leach Bliley.
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